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FOCUS MARKET
SWITZERLAND

After hydroelectric power,
wood energy is the second
most important domestic energy source and thus a significant economic factor.

Economic stimulus packages to fight the credit
crunch
2009 will go down in economic history as the year of
crises and uncertainty. Many countries are trying to
counteract this with special economic stimulus packages. Support for the construction industry was often a major concern. Some governments saw this
unfortunate situation as a chance to reorganize business and society with sustainability, energy efficiency
and renewable energy sources in mind. Thus, a variety of energy packages were created. In Switzerland
these efforts fell on fruitful ground and grants were
snapped up in next to no time.
The future of financial aid?
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Support for wood energy will be on a completely different level in 2010 as the motion to dedicate part of
returns from CO 2 taxation is implemented. The funds
will be put into programs that promote facility efficiency and renewable energy sources.
All told, some 200 million Swiss Francs per year will
be made available for an anticipated period of 10 ye-

ars. For the first time, it will be possible to implement
substantial programs without dreaded stop-and-go
effects.
The Federation’s 200 m Francs will be allocated as
follows:
1. 140 million Francs for the facility program. This
will be managed centrally, i.e. the same criteria apply
throughout Switzerland.
2. 60 million Francs will go to promote renewable
energy sources. These funds will be allocated via the
cantons. The cantons will only receive the money if
they dedicate at least the same amount from their
own funds. This means that as of 2010 some 120 million will be available for renewable energy sources
every year. In the first year, it is unlikely that all the
cantons will be able to dedicate the funds required
and lower grant volumes are thus anticipated. It is up
to the cantons themselves to grasp this opportunity
and actively promote suitable projects.

INTERNATIONAL

Meaningful use of
wood energy –
what it means?
The meaningful use of energy from wood is a subject
of constant debate. One hears many half truths and it
is important not to lose sight of the most important
deployment options:
■ Decentralised thermal use in modern, optimally
planned, quality assured and well-operated plants
has top priority.
«Wood grows locally and should thus be used
locally.»
■ Heat and power cogeneration, which is meaningful
in locations with a continuous high heat requirement,
takes second place. Marketable technologies include
steam or ORC plants. The minimum requirement is
6,000 full hours of operation with a continuous heat
output of at least 2.5 MWth. This leads to a lower
electrical power limit of 250 to 300 kWel. Heat and
power cogeneration plants work independently of the
weather; they are safe to operate, avoid radiation
risks, and there are no problems with waste and
waste disposal. Again: heat and power cogeneration
plants are suitable for local energy production. The
benefit of regional solutions is obvious. This concept
keeps the lion’s share of added value (some 70%) in
the region. Planners, architects, civil engineering and
building companies, manufacturers of district heating
lines, the installation trade, forestry and the plant
operators are all involved in the project. The local
feed-in from heat and power cogeneration plants also
reduces the transmission loss on the power grid.
■ Other deployment options include admixing of wood
in fossil-powered combined gas and steam power
stations and the production of fuels from wood.
The existing, free energy wood potential can be used
fully for the first two priorities. It is thus not worthwhile aiming for the uses listed in item 3, or even extremely questionable in the case of fuel production, as it
constitutes an inefficient use of economic resources
due to poor overall effectiveness levels.
What it means in real terms:
Systems with a best-of-class efficiency levels and lowest emissions are eligible for grants. They include
heating systems for living accommodation, central
heating and larger systems with heating networks.
The three energy wood types, logwood, chips and pellets, make sense today, and will continue to do so in
future. The power range covered by these systems
starts at a few kW and ends at 5 to 10 MW. One exception is heat and power cogeneration systems,
which can achieve greater outputs of up to 50 MW.
However, the sites for these systems must be chosen

Patrick Fus, Area Manager Large-Scale Plants

carefully to allow for economic operations. Suitable
sites include cities with large heating networks where
wood heating plants can be integrated as base load
plants. The absolutes minimum requirement with respect to overall efficiency is the fulfilment of the KEV
requirements (cost-covering feed-in remuneration). If
you need to transport wood for power stations by heavy goods vehicle over a distance of 30 km, the results
are ecologically questionable. One also needs to consider the fact that a large-scale project of this kind
can impact the local wood market. It is thus important
to consider the unused waste wood potential when
operating plants of this kind.
Particular attention has to be paid to energy-efficient
buildings in the next few years (Minergie, MinergieP).
Especially one combined solution – pellet heating
combined with hot water collectors. In summer, solar
collectors completely cover hot water requirements.
In less sunny seasons, the pellet boilers can generate
heat and supplement the reduced output of the collectors in water heating. In winter, the central heating
will handle the lion’s share of water heating, because
collectors typically covering only some 20% of hot
water requirements.
Protecting the environment, improving supply assurances and boosting the economy – if you heat with
wood and generate power, you are supporting all of
these aims of a sensible energy and economic policy.
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FOCUS INSIDE

The Challenge
Customer Service
«Our foreign subsidiaries will develop into
independent service points that adopt local
languages and cultures».
Mauro Feltre is a new member of management and
assumed responsibility for customer service on 1
August 2009. With a back office team of 10 colleagues, and a field force of 40 colleagues, he is
responsible for both commissioning and aftersales service.
In an interview with Natalie Lüscher-Schmid, marketing management, Mauro Feltre explains his challenging goals for the future.
Changing customer structure leads to new requirements in the service portfolio. Which are the
most important approaches?
We need to offer our customers service packages that
serve their needs. The different customer segments,
from private consumers, to contractors with multiple
large-scale plants vary just as much as their requirements with respect to service. We need to take this
into consideration in future with offers that fit the bill.
We want to be a competent service partner for all our
customers throughout the system’s lifetime.
What could these new offers comprise?
We will have pioneering solutions in the field of biomass fired energy systems. Basically, we will be aiming to achieve more proximity between customers
and our products by means of training and information, and to promote more safety in handling biomass
fired systems. This includes improving remote support services and closer cooperation with customers
via information portals.
Schmid AG has become a global player with exports accounting for 60% of business. How does
one face the new challenges in customer service?
Optimisation of trans-national processes within the
company will be one of the biggest challenges in the
mid-term. Our foreign subsidiaries will develop into
independent service points that adopt local languages
and cultures. The Schmid brand’s quality claim will
always be taken into consideration and verified. We
will be accompanying and supporting this development intensively from Eschlikon.
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Personal data
Name/Family name
Birthday
Marital status
Hobbies

Mauro Feltre
11.09.1967
Married / 2 children
Football, skiing,
Motorcycling, cooking

Mauro Feltre has worked in the field of technical
assets and large-scale projects since the start
of his working life. His career has taken him
through positions in Product Management and
Sales, and then on to managerial positions with
responsibility for sales and marketing in internationally present companies.

Future vision – what will customer service look
like in five years?
As the company and systems deployed all over the
world continue to grow, the demands placed on customer service will increase. In five years we will
have an organisation in customer service that fulfils
future, global requirements with respect to efficiency,
staff, language support, internationality and infrastructure. We can look forward to an exciting and
challenging future!

New subsidiary
in Italy

From left to right: M.Geronimo, A.Soder, A. Rotundo, M. Randazzo, C. Prasciolu, A. Gallo, M. Tarcatu

Schmid AG expanded into South Tyrol a few years
ago. With support from our freelance area manager,
Joseph Thanei, various biomass heating systems
have already been installed. The first system was
commissioned back in 1994 in Mals by “Plagg” garden centre. Other projects followed. The biggest plant
thus far, with an output of 6 MW and 2.4 MW was installed in Latsch and went operational in 2008.
Since late 2009, Schmid now has its own subsidiary
in Italy. Schmid S.r.l. managed by Andreas Soder is
based in San Giorgio, Canavese in the Province of Turin. With a team of seven staff and four area representatives, the focus in future will be on best-of-class
customer service. Major emphasis is placed on tailormade solutions in the project and operational phase.

Contact
Address
Schmid S.r.l., IT-10090 San Giorgio, Canavese
www.schmid-energy.it
info@schmid-energy.it
Trade fairs 2010
Bioenergy Expo, Verona, 04. – 07.02.2010
Interbimal, Milano, 04. – 08.05.2010
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FOCUS TECHNOLOGY - Zurich, the golden energy city

Zurich – Downtown Switzerland
Zurich is not just an important financial centre and the
hub of Swiss business. As a versatile and modern
city, Zurich is also setting itself ambitious goals in the
field of energy policy.
The city of Zurich has an active and exemplary energy
policy. After winning the "Gold City of Energy" quality
label in 2004, Zurich is not content to rest on its laurels. Increasing mobility needs, whether with respect
to living or shopping, are a challenge. This is why the
city council has set itself a goal with respect to environmental, energy and environmental protection policy: the final goal is the 2000 Watt society.

René Wolfensberger, City of Zurich

In the scope of its energy policy endeavours, the City
of Zurich has equipped several municipal buildings
with biomass fired systems in recent years. In an interview with Mr. René Wolfensberger, Project Manager in the Office of Energy and Facility Technology,
we enquired about the current situation and the future
focus of Zurich’s energy policy.
One major pillar of municipal energy policy is the
use of renewable energy sources. What alternative
energy sources are being used?
René Wolfensberger: The City of Zurich uses the
whole bandwidth of renewable energy sources: from
geothermal energy (e.g. trial bores in Hospital Triemli), through biomass (pellets and chips), environmental heat (geothermal heat, air, ground water and surface water), waste heat (e.g. waste incineration
plants) to solar power (hot water and photovoltaics).
And let’s not forget the City of Zurich’s hydroelectric
power stations and wind energy converters.
Reducing energy consumption is as important for the
City of Zurich as the use of renewable energy sources.
We try to comply with MINERGIE, or MINERGIE-P standards for all new buildings and renovations.
References show that the City of Zurich relies on
pellet heating in particular. Why are pellets your
preferred fuel?
Biomass fired energy systems are mainly deployed for
replacements where high flow temperatures and outputs are required. It is also used when the basic conditions for heat pumps are not given, and there is still
a requirement to use renewable energy sources (e.g.
lawn heating in the Letzigrund Stadium).
The City of Zurich generally uses more pellet than
chip-fuelled heating systems. The reason for this is
that access is often not perfect in case of renovations
and there is only enough space for a small silo. Pellets
have a high energy density and are a better choice in
these conditions.
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Biomass fired energy system need more maintenance. How is plant maintenance organised?
Maintenance is handled by the technical service for
the facilities in question. For complex plants the City
of Zurich signs a maintenance agreement. The pellet
plant at the Letzigrund Stadium is serviced and
maintained directly by Schmid AG, for example.
How would you assess cooperation with
Schmid AG?
Collaboration with Schmid AG has always been cooperative and solution-oriented. Among other things
we appreciate expert advice in the planning phase
and support in engineering and operational questions.

Exemplary energy policy
in the City of Zurich

Wood energy in the City of Zurich – an excerpt
Letzigrund Stadium
Milchbuck School
Schanzengraben School
City landscape gardening
Rebhügel School
Mühlebach School

UTSP- 700.22 / UTSP- 360.22 (2006), Pellets
UTSP- 550.22 (2007), Pellets
UTSP- 180.22 (2008), Pellets
UTSP- 550.22 (2008), Pellets
UTSP- 700.22 (2008), Pellets
UTSL-110 (2008), Pellets
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FOCUS TECHNOLOGY - Yoghurt and cheese from environmentally frie

Full steam a
into the futu
8

Swiss quality guarantees success

Fokus auf erneuerbare Energie

Emmi is the largest milk processor in Switzerland and
one of the most innovative premium dairies in Europe.
In Switzerland, Emmi focuses on the development, production and marketing of a full range of dairy and fresh
foods, and on manufacturing, ripening and trading with
Swiss cheese. Abroad, Emmi focuses its brand concepts and specialities on the European and North American markets. Emmi's fresh food line mainly comprises lifestyle, convenience and health products. Emmi
positions itself as the global leader in Swiss cheese.
Emmi's customers are mainly retail traders, food service companies and the foodstuff industry. Emmi
achieved net turnover of CHF 2.7 billion in financial
year 2008 and employed a staff of around 3,500 in
Switzerland and abroad (on a full-time basis).

At its Emmen facility, Emmi needs 32,000 tonnes of
steam a year to produce Emmi Energy Milk, Lucerne
Cream Cheese, yoghurt and the like. Previously, heating oil was used to generate this volume. To reduce
the massive CO2 emissions and save money, Emmi decided to produce some 70 % of its steam requirement
with renewable energy in future. In mid November
2008 the building work started on a wood chip firing
plant on the neighbouring site, which belongs to Amstutz Holzenergie. The plant was financed and is operated on a contractual model basis by ewl energie wasser
luzern. The total investment volume was some CHF
3.5 m.

endly steam

ahead
ure!
Continuous measure to improve the CO2 footprint
Since 2005, Emmi has targetedly worked towards
achieving agreed CO2 figures in the year 2012; this
would involve reducing CO2 intensity to 79.18 % and
improving energy efficiency by 12.18 % compared to
the year 2000. Emmi will actually over fulfil this agreement with the Federation. Starting up the wood chip
fired plant in Emmen is one of the reasons for this.

Excited about the successful launch: from left to right
Albert Amstutz (CEO Amstutz Holzenergie), Bruno
Brücker (Location Manager Emmi Emmen), Markus
Keiser (Head of Heating Technology ewl)
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FOCUS TECHNOLOGY - Yoghurt and cheese from environmentally frie

Continued from page 8/9

Using synergies: Contracting Model

Ecological added value

Thanks to the implementation of a wood-chip fired
steam centre, Emmi can now procure 70 % of its process heat with a zero CO2 footprint. The plant was implemented by ewl as a contracting model. The contractor finances the whole plant and is responsible for
operating it. Amstutz Holzenergie provides the building,
is responsible for delivering wood chips and is commissioned by ewl to provide maintenance and operative services.

The added ecological value of the whole project is enormous for the Central Swiss region. The heating oil
savings are equivalent to the requirement of some
1,000 family homes – a notable reduction of CO2 emissions. The Lucerne Region has sufficient forest that can
put to good use for this energy-intensive plant and it
can also be seen as a clear sign by Emmi to its milk
suppliers, as many farmers are also major forestry owners. This allows for an optimum use of synergies.

The Schmid system produces 22,000 tonnes of steam
per year. This is equivalent to heating oil savings of 1.6
million litres of heating oil per year, or some 4,210
tonnes of CO2. The steam is fed to the current steam
centre via pipelines. To cover peak requirements and to
have a reserve supply during maintenance, the remaining steam plant will be kept running.

Using residual heat
The steam boiler has liquid cooling with an output of
120 kW. In addition to this, some 70 kW waste heat is
generated by degassing. This heat is not simply dissipated into the atmosphere, but put to good use for heating Amstutz's offices.

SHORT NOTE
Contractor
Operator
Operation

ewl energie wasser luzern,
CH-6002 Luzern
Amstutz Holzenergie,
CH-6032 Emmen
Steam generation for Emmi
Frischprodukte AG, Emmen
Waldhackschnitzel

Fuel
Wood chips
from forestry
Steam
Combustion module 3’200 kW
Heating output
2'800 kW
Steam production 4'000 kg/h
Operating pressure 14 bar
Heat requirement 14,300 MWh per year
Boiler type
Moving grate firing system
UTSR-3200.32
Flue gas treatment Electrostatic precipitator
(max. 20mg/Nm3 particulate
matter)
Control system
BoB 72h and network-capable
malfunction system
Monitoring
Remote monitoring and
24-hour service
Discharge
Walking floor
4'210 tonnes / year
CO2 reduction
Equivalent savings
in heating oil
1.6 m litres heating oil / year
Operational since June 2009
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endly steam

Schema «Environmentally aware steam production»

Documentary on www.schmid-energy.ch
See the Emmi – Installation in moving images with
statements of the participants.
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FOCUS TECHNOLOGY – Waste wood from caravan production

UTSW-4200 for fuels with an
extremely high heating value
Facility heating plus process energy for Dethleffs
Dethleffs is a brand name company that moved to the
beautiful Allgaeu back in the year 1832, and one
which has seen a unique development to become the
leading manufacturer of leisure vehicles. The slogan
«Dethleffs – a friend of the family» is a logical consequence of the company's mission, which focuses on
people and the environment. This high level of social
responsibility is enacted consistently throughout the
value added chain and is also very much a part of energy production.
The concept and project management for new coverage of basic thermal load was placed in the hands
of the renowned Seeger planning office in 2007. Besides heating the company building, 25% of thermal
energy was to be used by technical consumers in the
production process. Compliance with current emission and safety regulations, and saving of fossil fuels,
were stated as major objectives. The contract signed
with Schmid AG late in 2008 included both the requirements stated above and the creation of a working
system with operations that would need as little human attention as possible in a 24 hour period.
Thanks to state of art furnace technology and optimised energy utilisation, untreated wood chips and
waste wood from caravan production can now be
used as fuels. The silo is filled by direction extraction
from production by means of a combined grinder/suction system.
The water cooled UTSW moving grate, which is mainly designed for materials with a high heating value
and low ash melting point, is the ideal product for this
mix of fuels, and also perfectly dimensioned for the

SHORT NOTE
Building owner
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Dethleffs GmbH & Co. KG,
D-88316 Isny
Project planning
Seeger Engineering AG,
D-37235 Hessisch-Liechtenau
Fuel
Untreated wood chips
and industrial waste wood
classes A I and A II
Fuel requirement ca. 4’270 t / year
Operation medium Hot water
Boiler type
UTSW-4200 (basic load boiler)
Moving grate furnace with
stepped grate and water
cooling
Output (therm.)
3’500 kW
Discharge
Annular discharge
Tower silo
net 900m³
4’500 tonnes CO2 per year
CO2 Substitution
Operational since November 2009

job. It combines many years of development with findings that are reflected in the many details of the latest generation of Schmid firing equipment. To reduce
emissions to a minimum, an electrostatic precipitator
has been installed for flue gas treatment; this reduces
the particulate matter content to a maximum of 20
mg/Nm 3.
Thanks to the excellent cooperation between Schmid
AG and Seeger Engineering AG, the system went online in November 2009.
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FOCUS TECHNOLOGY – New boiler control with a «personal touch»

SCHMID «personal touch»
SCHMID «personal touch» – a radically new boiler control
family – gives systems a personal touch in the strictest sense of the word. The ability to use the flat colour touchscreen
sets new standards in user-friendliness, simplicity and design. Never before have complex controls been so easy and
intuitive to use. The motto is: «If you can use a mobile
phone, you can handle a Schmid boiler control without any
trouble». After all, the complex control and closed-loop control tasks run themselves. Interaction is restricted to modifying the defaults and checking status and history messages.
But «personal touch» doesn't ditch everything just to be
new. New means optimising tried and trusted approaches
in the best possible way, besides introducing major innovations. The colour touchscreen gives the user a variety of
view and operation options which are utilised to the max.
Apart from this, many features that previously were optional
have now been added to the standard.

The Interface
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Schmid does not sell pre-programmed control units off the
peg, but provides an open programming structure that remains accessible without compromising quality. This makes it possible to take customer preferences into consideration while at the same time providing custom solutions.
After all, every customer has their own needs. It is this philosophy that assures valuable feedback of market information to Schmid AG, thus considerably influencing control
system development.
On the hardware side, Schmid AG still relies on famous
name suppliers from industrial automation. The products
we use are tried and trusted, and mature. The availability of
critical components is also assured in the long term, for at
least 20 years. This is a long time in our industry, but vital to
our customers. After all, «personal touch» isn't a mobile
phone, but the heart of a sustainable investment.

now in use – our customers are thrilled

«One highlight is the malfunction and event log
which gives us a useful overview of the running
system.»

Armin Brühwiler Sawmill, CH-8372 Wiezikon
Armin Brühwiler, Proprietor

“The new system with the touch panel has been
running without any trouble since mid May
2009. «One highlight is the malfunction and
event log which gives us a useful overview of
the running system.» The panel is easy to use,
clearly laid out, and it offers a great deal of information for daily monitoring. Because the system has run without any trouble, we have had
no experience of troubleshooting.

„

System with «personal touch»:
– UTSR-900, wood chip furnace 900 kW, operational
since May 2009

AEK Energie AG, CH-4502 Solothurn
Peter Burkhard, Head of Contracting System
Operations
The new «personal touch» control system offers us
major benefits as a contractor with operations all
over Switzerland. What is decisive for us is the ability to access our systems immediately and efficiently. We can use the Internet at any time to see
exactly what is going on in boiler systems, and what
the current process status is. Thanks to its flexibility
and user-friendliness, remote access is possible at
any time.

“

„

Anlagen mit «personal touch» ausgerüstet:
– Fehraltdorf, UTSP-450, pellet furnace 450 kW,
operational since August 2009
– Täuffelen, UTSP-700, pellet furnace 700 kW,
operational since August 2009
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FOCUS TECHNOLOGY - Plants with an output of up to 150 kW

High-powered portfolio of small systems
Schmid AG has established a great reputation in the industry and is well-known especially for its numerous
large-scale plant installations. However, the company's
history started with smaller systems. For example,
Schmid was the first company to launch «wood energy
storage» as the wood firing pioneer. The logwood burning system combined with an energy accumulator revoFuel

lutionised the whole industry and became a standard.
The range of smaller output models is still an important
pillar today and offers proven Schmid quality for every
need in the logwood, wood chip and pellet furnace fields.

Application

Firing system

One family home or
small farm house

Zyklotronic

Capacity in kW
Novatronic

Zyklotronic
20 – 30

Novatronic
40 – 55

Logs,
½ m pieces
Big house or farm house,
multifamily residence

Novatronic

80 – 100

Big farm house, one
family home up
to multifamily residence,
heat bond

Lignumat
UTSL

30 – 150

Big farm house, one
family home up
to multifamily residence,
heat bond

Lignumat
UTSS

80 – 150

Pelletronic PE:
One and two family home

Pelletronic PE

Logs,
1 m pieces

Chips,
dry

Chips,
moist

Wood pellets
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Lignumat UTSL:
Big house,
multifamily residence,
heat bond

Lignumat UTSL

Pelletronic PE
10 – 35

Lignumat UTSL
30 – 150

Sun & Wood –
the energy sphere
of the future

Sun & Wood – more than just a trend
Modern living today also means environmentally
friendly and efficient heating. The combination of sun
and wood is unbeatable and guarantees environmentally friendly heat and hot water all year round.
Schmid AG is extending its range of products here to
reflect current trends. In the past, many systems have
been implemented on the basis of the «Sun and Wood»
package. To facilitate planning and implementation for
both partners and consumers, we will be offering the
whole package as a turnkey solution in future. In doing
so Schmid AG will be relying on premium quality solar
systems made in Switzerland.

On the sunny side: a SCHMID reference
Solar system for hot water preparation, consisting of:
− High performance collectors (2 units) Cobra S with
total 5m2 absorber surface are (SPS No. 436)
− Dual register boiler 600 litres
− Solar group 3“ 2 line
− Multifunctional solar controller with backlit
graphical display
− Dual solar line, heat insulated with integrated
silicon cable sensor
− Steamback vessel 50L
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FOCUS TECHNOLOGY – User reports on a heating array

A user report
Author: Stefan Staubli, Plant Manager, Wald kommunal +

SHORT NOTE
Building owner
Operations/
maintenance
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Heating array Auw,
CH - 5644 Auw

Wald kommunal +,
CH-5644 Auw
Operation
Heating and hot water
Rossweid Sins
120 residences
3 commercial sites 520 kW
Extension
Rest. Löwen Sins,
Kantonalbank Sins approx.
140 kW
Fuel
Wood chips (UTSR-550) /
Pellets (UTSL-150)
Operation medium Hot water
Boiler type
Moving grate firing system
UTSR-550.32
Underfeed stoker firing UTSL-150
Capacity
700 kW
Discharge
Walking floor
Operational since August 2008

District heating Rossweid Sins
As the largest forest owner in the region, the community of Auw has been running two wood chip heating systems as a contractor for several years. When
plans for major development became more tangible in
Rossweid in Sins, the basic decision to offer heat as
a service outside of the community of Auw was also
taken. After a series of negotiations with private home
builders, constructive collaboration was agreed.
A dual-boiler system by Schmid put the community
in a position to submit an interesting offer for a yearround supply of heat and hot water. The smaller boiler
uses pellets. During the planning phase, the network
was extended to support both peak load requirements
and summer operations with the pellet boiler. As the
operators of this system, we very much appreciate
the competent advice and perfect service that Schmid
offers us.

Further reference projects
Downshire Hospital, Northern Ireland, 1,650 kW
Building owner
Operation
Boiler type
Fuel

South-West Health & Social Care
Trust of Northern Ireland
Building heating
Underfeed stoker furnace
UTSK-1600.22
Pellets

Operation medium
Capacity
Discharge
Operational since

Hot water
1'650 kW
Auger transport from
steel silos
September 2008

CNM Textil, Oskava, Czech Rep., 3,000 kW
Building owner
Operation
Boiler type
Fuel

CNM Textil, Oskava, Czech Rep.
Process steam
UTSR-3200.32
Wood chip

Operation medium
Steam output
Discharge
Operational since

Saturated steam 8 bar
4 tonnes per hour
Walking floor
January 2008

Orzechowskie Zakłady, Poland, 8,500 kW
Building owner
Operation
Boiler type
Fuel

Orzechowskie Zakłady Przemysłu
Sklejek, Orzechowo, Poland
Process steam
VSR-8.5
Wood chip, bark, sawdust

Operation medium
Capacity
Discharge
Operational since

Steam 13 bar
8’500 kW
Walking floor
June 2006
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AGENDA 2010
12.01.2010 to 16.01.2010
Swissbau, Basel (CH)
www.swissbau.ch

04.02.2010 to 07.02.2010
Bioenergy Expo, Verona (IT)
www.bioenergyweb.it

25.02.2010 to 28.02.2010
Tier und Technik, St.Gallen (CH)
www.tierundtechnik.ch

04.03.2010 to 07.03.2010
Agri Messe, Thun (CH)
www.agrimesse.ch

10.03.2010 to 13.03.2010
Expobois, Paris (FR)
www.expobois.fr

12.03.2010 to 14.03.2010
Salon Bois, Bulle (CH)
www.salonbois.ch

18.03.2010 to 21.03.2010
Bois Energie, Saint Etienne (FR)
www.boisenergie.com

14.04.2010 to 17.04.2010
IFH / Intherm, Nürnberg (DE)
www.ifh-intherm.de

15.04.2010 to 18.04.2010
Energissima, Freiburg (CH)
www.energissima.ch

19.04.2010 to 23.04.2010
Energy – Hannover Messe, Hannover (DE)
www.hannovermesse.de/energy

30.04.2010 to 09.05.2010
Bea, Bern (CH)
www.beaexpo.ch

04.05.2010 to 08.05.2010
Interbimal, Milano (IT)
www.fieramilano.it

12.05.2010 to 15.05.2010
Aqua Therm, Kiev (Ukraine)
www.aquatherm-kiev.com

30.09.2010 to 03.10.2010
BAUEN + WOHNEN, Luzern (CH)
www.bauen-wohnen.ch

07.10.2010 to 17.10.2010
Olma, St.Gallen (CH)
www.olma.ch

12.10.2010 to 16.10.2010
Holz, Basel (CH)
www.holz.ch

11.11.2010 to 14.11.2010
Hausbau / Minergie, Bern (CH)
www.hausbaumesse.ch

Schmid AG, Wood Firing System
Postfach 42
CH-8360 Eschlikon
Telefon +41 (0)71 973 73 73
Telefax +41 (0)71 973 73 70
www.schmid-energy.ch
www.pelletfeuerung.ch
info@holzfeuerung.ch
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